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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

 
 
 

Illinois Commerce Commission  :   
On its Own Motion  : 
 :   
Implementation of Section 16-128A(a)  :  12-0213 
of the Public Utilities Act : 
 : 
     
  
 

STAFF OF THE ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION’S 
REPLY BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS 

 
 

Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Staff”), by and through its 

undersigned counsel, pursuant to Section 200.830 of the Rules of Practice (83 Ill. Adm. 

Code 200.830) of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”), respectfully 

submits its Reply Brief on Exceptions in the above-captioned matter. 

I. Reply to IBEW 

 The Local Union 51, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO 

(“IBEW”) urges the Commission in its Brief on Exceptions (“BOE”) to adopt alternative 

definitions of the terms “qualified person” and “install.”  Staff does not agree with the 

IBEW’s suggested definitions. 

 A. Qualified Person 

 In its BOE, the IBEW discusses an alternative path through which an individual 

could become a qualified person.  IBEW BOE at 9-10. Under the IBEW’s alternative 

path, an individual who obtains a specified credential from Electronics Technicians 

Association  (“ETA”), North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners 
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(“NABCEP)” or Underwriters Laboratory (“UL”) or who receives an Associate in Applied 

Science (“AAS”) degree from an Illinois Community College Board-approved community 

college program in Renewable Energy or other Distributed Generation Technology and 

who has five years of hands-on experience as an electrician could become a qualified 

person.1

 To clarify the positions, here are the IBEW’s and Staff’s proposals for the 

definition of qualified person: 

  Staff recognizes that IBEW’s alternative path proposal helps to narrow the 

difference between Staff’s position and the IBEW’s with respect to the definition of 

qualified person.  However, there are sufficient differences between the positions such 

that Staff continues to support the definition that Staff proposed in Staff’s BOE. 

 IBEW’s proposal: 

"Qualified person" means a person who performs installations on 
behalf of the certificate holder and who has completed an 
apprenticeship as a journeyman electrician from a DOL registered 
electrical apprenticeship and training program and received a 
certification of satisfactory completion;  
Alternatively, a “qualified person” may be a person who performs 
installations on behalf of the certificate holder and who has 
obtained one of the following credentials:  
(1) a North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners 
(NABCEP) Installer Certificate for Solar PV or Small Wind 
Installation;  
(2) an Underwriters Laboratories (UL) PV Systems Installer 
Certificate;  
(3) an Electronics Technicians Association, International (ETAI) 
Level 3 Small Wind Installer or Level 3 PV Installer Certificate; or  
(4) an Associate in Applied  degree from an Illinois Community 
College Board approved community college program in Renewable 
Energy or other Distributed Generation Technology. 

                                            
1  The definition of “qualified person” in IBEW’s Appendix A document does not include the 
requirement of five years experience as an electrician for individuals who obtain certification 
from a certifying body or an AAS degree in Renewable Energy.  The five year requirement is 
listed in Section 468.50(h)(2). However, the discussion in IBEW’s BOE at pages 9 and 10 
makes clear that IBEW’s alternative proposal includes the five years experience requirement. 
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 IBEW Appendix A at 8-9 (formatting omitted). 

 Staff’s proposal: 

"Qualified person" means a person who performs installations on 
behalf of the certificate holder and who has: 
(1) satisfactorily completed at least five installations of a specified 
distributed generation technology; or  
(2) completed and received a certification of satisfactory completion 
of an apprenticeship as a journeyman electrician from a DOL 
registered electrical apprenticeship and training program; or  
(3) satisfactorily completed at least one installation of a specified 
distributed generation technology under the direct supervision of a 
qualified person and has received certification in a specified 
distributed generation technology from the Electronics Technicians 
Association (ETA), North American Board of Certified Energy 
Practitioners (NABCEP) or Underwriters Laboratories (UL); or  
(4) satisfactorily completed at least one installation of a specified 
distributed generation technology under the direct supervision of a 
qualified person and completed and received an Associate in 
Applied Science degree from an Illinois Community College Board 
approved community college program in the appropriate distributed 
generation technology. 
 

 Staff BOE at 8. (formatting omitted).  

 It is evident that both the IBEW’s proposed definition and Staff’s proposal are 

similar in two important respects.  First, each proposal would allow an individual who 

completes a Department of Labor-registered apprenticeship program as a journeyman 

electrician to become a qualified person.  Second, each proposal offers an alternative 

path to becoming a qualified person that focuses on passing exams offered by certifying 

bodies rather than on completing training programs, as is recommended by the Second 

Notice Proposed Order (“SNPO”).2

                                            
2  IBEW’s BOE discusses whether ETA, NABCEP and UL offer “training programs” and 
concludes, as did Staff, that these entities are not organizations that offer training in the 
installation of DG facilities but rather are certifying bodies that award certificates.  IBEW BOE at 
5-7. 
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 There are also significant differences between the proposals. First, as Staff 

understands IBEW’s proposal, an individual using the alternative path would be required 

to have five years of hands-on experience as an electrician.  Staff recommends that the 

Commission not adopt this requirement. The requirement could preclude existing 

installers who do not have five years experience from continuing to participate in the 

industry.  It also could have the effect of discouraging individuals from considering 

obtaining the training necessary to become a qualified person.  For example, under the 

proposal, a community college student who spends two years obtaining an AAS degree 

in Renewable Energy would still need to have five years of experience to install facilities 

without direct supervision.  In contrast, Staff’s proposal does not have a “years-of-

experience” requirement but instead would require an individual using the alternative 

path to demonstrate their practical knowledge by completing an installation of a DG 

facility under the direct supervision of a qualified person.  Staff recognizes that the 

Commission may conclude that requiring only a single DG installation performed under 

direct supervision may not sufficiently demonstrate an installer’s ability to install DG 

facilities without direct supervision.  If the Commission has this concern, Staff suggests 

retaining the alternative path but requiring multiple (e.g., two, three or four) successful 

DG installations.   

 A second difference between the two proposals is that Staff recommends that an 

individual who successfully installs five installations would demonstrate sufficient 

competence to install DG facilities without direct supervision, whereas IBEW’s definition 

has no such installation provision. Staff notes that IBEW recognizes that there is an 

interest in ensuring that entities that are currently performing installations should be 
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permitted to remain in business, but disagrees that specifying a certain number of 

installations is consistent with the statute.  IBEW BOE at 9-10.  Staff, on the other hand, 

agrees with the SNPO’s conclusion that “Because specifying a minimum number of 

installations is more definitive and provides more assurance of competency by an 

installer, the Commission finds that an alternative path to qualification based on a 

minimum number of installations is permissible as a higher standard than what the Act 

requires.”  SNPO at 42. 

 Staff also notes that under the IBEW’s proposal some installers may be 

precluded from installing DG facilities that are not photovoltaic or wind facilities unless 

those individuals have undertaken a DOL-registered apprenticeship program or have 

received an AAS degree in Renewable Energy from a community college.  Under Staff’s 

proposal, on the other hand, an individual who could demonstrate the successful 

installation of at least five DG facilities of a given type would become a qualified person 

and could install that type of facility.   

 Finally, the IBEW’s certification provisions identify the specific credential that an 

individual could obtain from the certifying bodies; Staff’s certification provisions do not 

specify the credentials (e.g., for NABCEP certification, the IBEW proposal identifies the 

“Installer Certificate for Solar PV or Small Wind Installation).  Staff recognizes that 

naming the credential tests in the rule would help to ensure that the proper credentials 

are presented to the Commission when an entity seeks certification, but cautions that 

over time the certifying bodies might change names of the credentials or the credentials 

themselves might be replaced with other credentials.  Thus, Staff recommends against 

identifying the specific credentials in the rule. Staff notes that, if the certification levels 
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proposed by the IBEW remain in effect, Staff and the Commission could use the 

recommended credentials as guidelines for evaluating the ability of an individual who is 

named by an applicant as a qualified person.   

 B. Install 

 IBEW takes exception with the SNPO’s definition of “install,” stating that the 

SNPO’s definition limits the rule’s coverage to only “the actual connection between the 

DG facility and the electric distribution system.”  IBEW explains in its BOE that it is 

unable to determine how this “actual connection between the DG facility and the electric 

distribution system” can be meaningfully distinguished from the work performed by utility 

workers.   IBEW BOE at 1-2.  In response to IBEW’s concern, Staff points out that the 

definition contained within the Second Notice Rule adequately make the distinction 

between work covered by this rule and work performed by utility workers with the 

following clarification: 

The meaning of "install" in this Part specifically does not include:  
Electrical wiring and connections to interconnect the distributed 
generation facility performed by utility workers on the electric 
utility's distribution system; 
 

 The IBEW also initially appears to disagree with the scope of the definition for 

“install” included in the second notice order, opining that safe integration of a DG facility 

into the electrical distribution system depends on the competent performance of more 

than just wiring and connection, claiming: “(E)errors and omissions in the physical 

placement of the DG facility—its actual installation—can result in faults that threaten to 

compromise the safety and reliability of the electrical grid.” IBEW BOE at 3.  Staff does 

not dispute that other aspects of DG work are important: Staff simply continues to 

believe that the focus of Section 16-128(A) and therefore the appropriate focus of the 
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proposed rule is the electrical component of DG installations.  Staff Reply Comments at 

9-13.  IBEW itself appears to agree with Staff that the focus of the proposed rule should 

be the electrical component of DG installations when it plainly states:  “IBEW believes 

the “particular craft, trade or skill” involved in the installation of DG facilities is electrical 

work

 Given that the Second Notice Rule clearly distinguishes between the work to be 

performed by DG installers from the work performed by utility employees and 

appropriately limits that work to the electrical component of DG installation, it appears to 

Staff that the definition of “install” adequately addresses IBEW’s concerns, so that Staff 

does not believe any changes to the definition for “install” are necessary. 

.” IBEW BOE at 3 (emphasis in original). 

II. Reply to Carpenters  

 The Chicago Regional Council of Carpenters (“Carpenters”) urges the 

Commission in its Brief on Exceptions (“BOE”) to adopt an alternative definitions of the 

terms “install” and “qualified person.”  Staff does not agree with the Carpenters’ 

suggested definitions. 

 The Carpenters’ BOE exhibits a concern with an overly broad definition of the 

term “install,” and suggests further narrowing the definition.  Carpenters BOE at 2.  The 

Carpenters note that deleting the term “on premises” supports and promotes a narrow 

interpretation of the term.  Id.  Staff is unclear how “on premises” further broadens the 

definition.  Indeed, under a plain reading of the rule, it would appear to actually limit the 

definition of install to the electrical wiring and connections necessary performed at the 

location of the install.  While Staff does not particularly object to the deletion of this 
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language, it remains unclear how its removal stands for the narrowing of the term 

“install.” 

 The Carpenters further urge the Commission add the following language at the 

end of the definition of “install”: 

The installation, erection and connection of building integrated 
photovoltaic arrays, solar shingles, ground mount systems, roof 
mount systems, modules, panels and supporting structures, 
columns, towers, joists, perlins, beams, joints, footings, mounts, 
shoes, pads, steel, sheeting and upgrades to buildings or roof 
systems, excavation, rigging, and welding. 
 

 Carpenters BOE at 2 (formatting removed). 

 The Carpenters suggest, again without much explanation, that this language is 

necessary to confirm that the Commission’s role is not to oversee installation work 

which falls outside the scope of Section 16-128A.  Staff believes that the inclusion of 

this new paragraph is entirely unnecessary, given the paragraph directly above, which 

states: 

Tasks not associated with the electrical interconnection of the 
distributed generation facility, including those relating to planning 
and project management performed by individuals such as an 
inspector, management planner, consultant, project designer, 
contractor or supervisor for the project. 
 

 SNPO Appendix at 2. 

While Staff recognizes the Carpenters’ concerns, particularly, that its members not be 

precluded from installing the non-electrical portions of DG facilities and/or equipment, 

these concerns are already addressed in the SNPO, and their additions add 

unnecessary complications to the term “install.”  As such, the Carpenters’ suggestions 

should be denied. 
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 Staff further recommends that the Commission reject all suggestions by the 

Carpenters to amend the definition of the term “qualified person.”  Under the 

Carpenters’ suggestion, DOL-certified contractors would become qualified to perform an 

“installation” – namely, to perform electrical work, for which they have not demonstrated 

training, background, or expertise.  It is highly illogical that completion of a non-electrical 

training program would lead any person to be a certified installer under the rule.  To the 

extent that members of the Carpenters are able to perform the non-electrical tasks 

associated with DG installation, such individuals are not required to be a “qualified 

person” under the SNPO’s current definition of “install.”  Accordingly, Staff recommends 

the Commission reject the proposals put forward by the Carpenters regarding the term 

“qualified person.” 

III. Reply to ComEd 

 ComEd took issue with the requirement in Subsection 468.130(2)(b) that requires 

a retail customer to inform an electric utility of the Commission docket number that 

granted certification to the entity that installed the customer’s distributed generation 

facility.  ComEd suggests that the subsection be modified to as follows: 

 “The Commission docket number in which the entity obtained a certificate 
from the Commission.   Evidence demonstrating that the entity completing 
the installation has been certified by the Commission;

 
 and” 

 ComEd states that “…the purpose of this new language is to avoid imposing 

unnecessary obligations on a utility.”   ComEd also states that it should be the retail 

customer, rather than utility personnel, to determine whether a certificate was granted in 

a particular Commission docket.  ComEd BOE at 2 
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 Staff disagrees with ComEd’s recommendation.  As ComEd notes, Section 16-

128A(c) states that: 

“(c) No electric utility shall provide a retail customer with net metering 
service related to interconnection of that customer's distributed generation 
facility unless the customer provides the electric utility with (i) a 
certification that the customer installing the distributed generation facility 
was a self-installer or (ii) evidence that the distributed generation facility 
was installed by an entity certified under this Section that is also in good 
standing with the Commission. 

 
 Staff’s understanding of the net metering process is that a customer seeking net 

metering would fill out an application form provided by the utility.  Staff believes that a 

net metering applicant would reasonably expect that providing on the application form 

the docket number under which the installer received certification would be sufficient 

evidence that the installer was certified by and in good standing with the Commission.  

Unless experience shows to the contrary, Staff would expect that this information should 

be sufficient.  Additionally, Staff notes that ComEd does not state what other information 

it might expect a net metering applicant to provide.  For these reasons, Staff 

recommends against the adoption of ComEd’s suggestion. 
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IV. Conclusion 
 

Staff respectfully requests that the Illinois Commerce Commission adopt the 

Administrative Law Judge’s Proposed Second Notice Order, consistent with Staff’s 

recommendations described in its Brief on Exceptions. 

 

       Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
       ___________________________ 
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